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Stop me if you’ve heard this one before.
A customer comes in with a car he’s 

tried to fix himself… but he got stuck 
and he needs your help. Shouldn’t take 
too long. The job’s mostly finished.

This time it happened to 
Jason Didychuk, owner 
of JD’s Auto Service in 
Moncton. The customer 
had tried to install new 
wheel bearings and 
brake calipers on his 
Grand-Am, but “for some 
reason” the brakes were 
still grinding.

Jason put the car on 
the hoist, pulled the 
wheels, and found that 
the bearing on one side was the wrong 
size. So the customer had to go get the 
right part. The car’s still in the air 
because it can’t be put together. 
Meanwhile, the office is getting busy 
and Jason has other jobs he’d like to 
start in that bay. Then it turns out the 
part store is out of stock on the 
customer’s wheel bearing and they’ve 
had to dispatch a driver to the 
warehouse – an hour round trip.

But the clock is still running on that 
Grand-Am, right?

“It should be,” admits Jason. “By 
rights, it should be $75 an hour from 
the time I start to the time it’s done.”

That’s Jason’s labor rate for a job with 
customer-supplied parts – up $10 from 
the usual $65 an hour.

The incident left Jason pondering 
the value of working with custom-
er-supplied parts at all. On the one 
hand he doesn’t like to turn people 
away because a customer is a customer. 
Plus, he doesn’t like to disappoint 
people. And, quite frankly, sometimes 

it’s convenient if someone walks in with 
a particularly hard-to-find part. Makes 
things easier.

On the other hand, an incident like 
this shows the inherent flaw in 

the policy.
Ultimately, I think 

most customers end 
up losing money 
when they try to 
bring in their own 
parts. They might 
save on the cost of 
the part, but they 
lose on the labor 
rate. The shop can’t 
vouch for the part. 

The part won’t be covered under 
warranty. And if anything goes wrong, 
the customer has to pay for the whole 
job all over again.

Customer-supplied parts continue 
to be an issue right across the country, 
and many shop owners have dealt with 
it the way Jason has: discourage it, 
charge a little more for it, and try to 
educate the customer.

That last little bit – about educating 
the customer – is particularly 
important here. It’s very easy to come 
to the conclusion that you don’t need 
the headache. After all, you’d have to 
admit these aren’t your very best 
customers. Far from it. At best, you’d 
have to call them “pseudo-customers.” 
And it might even be fair to say you 
only have a “pseudo-relationship” 
with them.

The good thing about education is 
that it can turn pseudo-customers into 
super customers. 

SERVICE NOTES

Getting people to stop trying to bring in their own 
parts starts with education.
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Refusing to do safeties is 
not the right response to 
tragedy
Your article on the Ontario technician 
who is charged with criminal negligence 
causing death (Charge Against Tech 
Reinstated, September 2015) clearly 
shows the importance of doing very 
thorough motor vehicle inspections. We 
need not be afraid of doing them, as a 
recent letter writer suggested (Legal 
Case Highlights the Risk of Doing Safety 
Inspections, October 2015), as long as we 
err on the side of caution. We must bear 
in mind that there are some grey areas 
in the inspection guidelines.

Like the letter writer, I’ve also been 
doing safety inspections for over 35 
years… and I’ve never had any 
problems. I’m not afraid to do them. 
My staff takes the inspections very 
serious and we perform them as thor-
oughly as possible. If a tech has any 
concerns, he consults with the rest of 
us before making a decision.

Inspections are good business gener-
ators. Refusing to do them is not the 
proper response to this tragic situation. 
A better reaction is to employ even 
more vigilance during the inspection 
process.
Bob Ward
The Auto Guys, St. Thomas, Ont.

Nice to see HD service info 
flowing to independents
Just saw the news that an agreement 
has been reached to ensure that inde-
pendent repair facilities have access to 
OE service information (“Agreement 
signed over HD service information,” 
October 2015). It’s about time! This is 
the best news I’ve seen or heard all 
week. Now, I sure hope somebody is 
working on a similar plan to make 
service information available for John 
Deere, Case, and New Holland too! 
Thanks, and keep up the good work.
George A. Stahl
Gadsby Auto, Stettler, Alta.

LETTERS

Bad ball joints.
Bad breakdown.
Bad day.

MOOGProblemSolver.com
©2015 Federal-Mogul Motorparts Corporation. NASCAR is a 
registered trademark of NASCAR, Inc. All other trademarks shown 
are owned by Federal-Mogul Corporation, or one or more of its 
subsidiaries, in one or more countries. All rights reserved.

Mobile repair shop  
faces some doubters
We got some interesting response to an article we 
posted online at www.carsmagazine.ca about an 
Edmonton mobile repair service expanding into 
Saskatoon. InstaMek says it aims to bring auto-
motive repairs to consumers’ doorsteps. Our 
readers had other thoughts.

These guys want only the gravy work. They leave the hard stuff to shops that 
have the higher-level techs and most expensive equipment. And I also wonder 
where the responsibility lies when there’s an environmental spill.
— Peter Foreman

These mobile mechanics have been around forever and they don’t seem to last 
too long. It may be feasible on a nice day, but not when it’s raining or freezing. 
Do local bylaws even allow this type of activity in their neighborhoods? And 
what about spillage of oils or coolants on customers’ driveways? I’d never work 
for an outfit like that. There’s no way I’d be laying on my back on the pavement 
under a car that’s only 16 inches above me!
— Peter Kasala

Spills, frostbite, access to components, loud air tools after dark in someone’s neigh-
borhood, jobs going into the next day, security issues (how do you keep someone 
from messing with a disabled vehicle?), huge commercial liability insurance 
premiums… there’s a hundred reason humans invented tow trucks and service bays!
— Jon Meyer

http://www.carsmagazine.ca
http://www.MOOGProblemSolver.com
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NEWS

The Automotive Service Association 
(ASA), billed as the world’s largest asso-
ciation representing independent auto-
motive professionals, has appointed its 
first Canadian director.

John Cochrane, owner of Cochrane 
Automotive, an 11-bay shop in Toronto’s 
west end, has joined the national board 
of directors for the Texas-based group 
as a general director.

Cochrane is no stranger to public 
service. He’s currently a director of the 
Automotive Aftermarket Retailers of 
Ontario (AARO), and has served as 
chairman of the Automotive Industries 
Association of Canada (AIA).

He believes independent automotive 
repair shops have a great 
deal to gain from closer 
interaction with each 
other – something he will 
pursue in his new role 
with ASA.

“We really need to make 
a homogenous industry,” 
he told CARS magazine. 
“There are ASA shops in Canada but 
there has never been an official collab-
oration between ASA and the various 
Canadian associations. That’s my desire, 
and that’s (ASA chairman) Donny 
Seyfer’s desire too.”

He said he has been impressed by 
ASA’s lobbying efforts on national 
issues in the United States.

“It is really impressive. They’re totally 
focused on improving market condi-
tions for the independent service 
provider,” he said. “Part of the reason 
for that becomes obvious when you see 
who’s been winning the war for the 
repairs. The car dealers have improved 

their position in recent years, keeping 
vehicles in their repair bays for another 
full year. That equates to billions of lost 
dollars for the aftermarket.”

As the founder of the LinderTech 
North annual training event in Toronto, 
he’s also a tireless promoter of continual 
skills improvement for both techni-
cians and shop managers.

Cochrane says he’d like to champion 
a strategy that would bring high-level 
ASA-type training to Canada.

“I’d like to see week-long training 
programs that are industry wide, twice 
a year, with presentations from 
government, labor boards, CASIS 

– things that every garage needs to be 
up to date on,” he said. “There should 
be management training as well as 
technical training. There needs to be 
a suite of options to suit the needs of 
shop owners, service advisors, and 
technicians. And we have to open it 
up to a variety of trainers, some of 
whom may see each other as compet-
itors. I’m sorry, but we have to open it 
up for the good of the industry.”

Most of all, he’d like to see parts 
manufacturers and distributors 
support cross-platform training.

“I know they all have their training 
silos. I don’t want to infringe on their 
strategies. But we need training that 

is supported by industry, 
designed to help shops 
grow. It should be the kind 
of event where everyone 
rips their badge off and 
works for the good of the 
industry.”

After discussions with 
shop owners across the 

country, he knows there’s an appetite 
for quality training.

“I feel like the planets are finally 
starting to align on this. In meeting 
after meeting, with associations like 
AARO, ASA, NAPA, and CAA, and in 
talking with the community, some great 
ideas are evolving. It is starting to gel. 
That’s how I feel.”

And though he’s been in the game 
for a long time now, he’s not ready to 
stop fighting now for a stronger inde-
pendent aftermarket.

“As long as I’m healthy, I have no 
reason to slow down,” he says. “I totally 
enjoy it.” 

“We need training that is supported  
by industry, designed to help shops grow… 

the kind of event where everyone rips  
their badge off and works for the  

good of the industry.”

ASA appoints first Canadian director
Toronto shop owner John Cochrane has bold vision for cross-border training strategy.
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NEWS

The incoming president of the 
Automotive Industries Association of 
Canada (AIA) says the concerns of auto 
repair professionals will continue to 
be a high priority under his 
leadership.

Jean-Francois Champagne said even 
though automotive service providers 
(ASPs) cannot be direct members of 
the association, he’s “mindful of the 
role they play” and will continue to 
advocate on their behalf to govern-
ments and other industry players.

He said AIA is focused on ASP 
concerns, such as the Canadian 
Automotive Service Information 
Standard (CASIS) agreement.

“We will continue to play a role in 
the CASIS agreement… and the ones 
who benefit from the CASIS agreement 
are ASPs,” he said. “So while ASPs may 
not see themselves as potential 
members of AIA, I think they see AIA 
as a voice that speaks for the after-
market, and ultimately supports their 
industry.”

He said many associations these days 
are reinventing their understanding of 
the term “membership,” with a higher 
emphasis on engagement by industry 
players.

“I think if you want to be the voice 
of an industry, it’s more than just 
counting the number of members. 
Rather, it’s about your capacity to 
mobilize people. I like to think that 
around big issues, AIA will be able to 
rally not just WDs and jobbers, but also 
ASPs. In that sense I like to think of 
ASPs as members of the larger AIA 
family.”

The CASIS agreement is near the top 
of the list of ‘big issues’ that the 

association will keep tabs on, he said. 
In fact, he believes the next phase of 
CASIS will be the extension of the right 
to telematics data.

“Access to information is very much 
about direct access to the vehicle,” he 
explains. “But we know that as things 
evolve, we’re going to have access to 
information through wireless link to 
the data within the vehicle. The discus-
sion has turned to who owns that data, 
who has access to the data, and, with 
specific interest to ASPs, the capacity 
to service vehicles will hinge on their 
ability to access that information.”

He believes AIA could also prove 
helpful in finding new avenues to assist 
in training initiatives.

“We are already involved in profes-
sional development through the I-CAR 
program, which is focused on the 
collision repair industry,” he said. 
“There may be opportunities for 
expansion into professional develop-
ment on the mechanical side of the 
business, either for jobbers or ASPs.”

Having said that, AIA will not create 
new programs that would compete 
with existing ones.

“If we find new opportunities for 
professional development, they should 

complement programs that are already 
out there,” he said.

AIA will continue to stress the impor-
tance of vehicle maintenance to public 
officials and consumers, Champagne 
said, even if there’s not much appetite 
among governments for more stringent 
vehicle inspection programs.

“I think our Be Car Care Aware 
campaign, which is intended to give 
jobbers and ASPs tools to better inform 
the public about proper maintenance, 
is a great one that dovetails with our 
efforts toward advocacy about vehicle 
safety,” he said.

He also wants to ensure that AIA 
continues to play a role in gathering 
key industry data through research 
projects.

“We have heard from many stake-
holders that they need benchmarking 
information… We’d like to provide that 
as a neutral body.”

Champagne, who took over as 
president from Marc Brazeau, who left 
AIA to take a position with Uni-Select, 
has started criss-crossing the country 
to meet members and attend industry 
events. Within his first month on the 
job he’d already been to Edmonton, 
Quebec, Moncton, Toronto, and 
Ottawa.

“It has been a lot of time on the road, 
but lots of fun too,” he said. “It’s nice to 
meet the people behind the industry.” 

‘I think if you want to be 
the voice of an industry, 
it’s more than just 
counting the number 
of members. Rather, it’s 
about your capacity to 
mobilize people.’

New AIA boss pledges  
support for service providers
Incoming president Jean-Francois Champagne says repair  
professionals are ‘part of the larger AIA family.’

By Allan Janssen
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Statistically improbable.
That’s how NAPA is describing the 

results of its Ontario Autopro of the 
Year competition, which saw two shops 
earn a distinction that has always ever 
been given to just one.

Through several rounds of judging, 
involving dozens of criteria, Eldon 
Ingram Ltd., in Stratford, Ont., and 
Thomas & Kelly St-Pierre Autopro in 
Lancaster, Ont. ended up with the same 
top score.

And rather than flip a coin, or 
introduce a tie-breaking round, orga-
nizers of the prestigious award decided 
to name both of them the Ontario 
Autopro of the Year.

The owners of the shops – Thomas 
& Kelly St. Pierre, and Rob Ingram and 
his father Rodger Ingram – were 
honored at NAPA Ontario’s annual 
Autopro convention held in 
Collingwood, Ont.

Banners co-ordinator Martyn Johns 
explained the selection process, which 
saw 11 of the province’s 163 Autopro 
shops earn the banner program’s 
stringent “gold-level” standard. Mystery 
calls were then placed to gauge levels 
of commitment to 17 different business 
strategies deemed to be criterial to 
success.

“After all that, we thought we’d have a 
clear winner but that is not how it worked 

out. After 17 different categories of voting, 
believe it or not, statistically improbable, 
we actually had a tie,” he said. “So for this 
year, we actually have two Autopros of 
the Year. How awesome is that!”

Thomas St-Pierre said he feels proud 
to have won top marks. He and his wife 
Kelly recently purchased the business 
from his father Pat.

“We knew we were nominated, but 
we didn’t know we were one of the two 
winners,” he said. “I feel very proud. It’s 
a nice award to have.”

Rob Ingram also was surprised to 
learn his shop had won the distinction 
of Autopro of the Year.

“Quite honestly I didn’t think I had a 
chance,” he said. “I felt very honored to 
be nominated, to be part of the group, 
but I didn’t think we’d end up on top.”

Members of the Ontario gold-level 
standard were Angus Autopro in Angus, 
Columbia Auto Service in Waterloo, Del 
Mastro Auto Centre in Peterborough, 
Eldon Ingram, Ltd. in Stratford, Jerry 
Zister’s Autopro in Kitchener, K&A 
Autopro in Cobourg, Lambeth Car & 
Truck in London, Main & Market Service 
Centre in Ridgetown, Matthews Auto 
Service in London, Thomas & Kelly St. 
Pierre Autopro in Lancaster, Russell 
Automotive Repair & Service in 
Hamilton, and Simon Brothers 
Automotive Repair in Brampton. 

Ontario Autopro of the Year award 
goes to two Ontario shops

From left, banner co-ordinator Matt 
Lauzon, Thomas and Kelly St. Pierre, and 
regional VP Ontario Rob Duncan.

From left: Ontario banner co-ordinator 
Sarah Voigt, Rob and Rodger Ingram, and 
Ontario regional vice president  
Rob Duncan.

http://www.eni.com/na
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By the NUMBERS 
Stats that put the Canadian automotive aftermarket into perspective.

Forecast revenue in US dollars of general 
automotive repair shops (NAICS 811111) in the 
United States in 2015. That is expected to grow 
to US$48.95 billion by 2020.
—Statista

Number of 
light vehicles 

that the Canadian automotive market is on track 
to sell in 2015. That would be up 2.5 percent 
from last year.
—DesRosiers Automotive Consultants

Number of passenger cars expected 
to be sold globally in 2015. There are 
more than 800 million passenger cars 
in use around the world.
—Statista

Cost to maintain a 
Porsche Cayenne 
SUV for its first five 
years. That was the 
most expensive vehicle in an annual 
survey on car reliability.
—Consumer Reports

The per-kilometer cost of 
maintaining a standard compact car 
in Canada.
—Canadian Automobile Association’s most recent 
(2013) Driving Costs Guide

Number of Facebook users in 
Canada. By next year, one in every 
two Canadians will be on Facebook 
(20 million users).
—Statista

The average Canadian household’s 
debt-to-income ratio. In other words, 
households owe $1.65 for every 
dollar they can afford to spend. 
The debt-service-to-income ratio, 
however, is near where it was seven 
years ago – meaning that ability to 
pay back debt has remained steady.
—Governor of the Bank of Canada Stephen Poloz

The number 
of owners of 

automotive services and repair 
industry in the U.S. who report that 
their financial situation is worse this 
year than it was last year. Over half 
(56%) of small business owners in 
this sector are considering exiting 
their business by 2020.
—Hiscox Inc. study: “DNA of an Entrepreneur”

$45.25 BILLION

1.9 million

73.9 MILLION

3.27 cents

18,500,000
Average number 
of labor hours 
sold per day 
per technicians in 
Canada – just 65% of their capacity.
—Consultant John Watt

5.61 in 3

$4,000

National average annual wage for 
an automotive technician in Canada. 
For technicians with more than 10 
year’s experience, the media salary is 
$57,000 CDN.
—Payscale.com

$50,795

165%
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Is it time for you to re-evaluate the way 
you present yourself to your customers?

Considering that most automotive 
shops continue to operate much as they 
have for the last 50 years, it may well 
be time to redefine your ‘value 
proposition.’

For decades, our specialty has been 
repairing broken vehicles. In fact, some 
shops have marketed themselves as 
being particular honest because they 
“only fix what’s broken.” The implication, 
of course, is that other shops are crooked 
when they try to sell preventive services.

The fundamental reason that shops 
feel comfortable only replacing broken 
parts is that it’s easy to prove to the 
customer that no liberties were taken. 
Any consumer understands the value of 
fixing something that’s broken. Many fail 
to see the value of thorough inspections 
and replacing worn parts before they fail.

Sadly, most technicians, shop 
managers, and owners also have 
trouble understanding why preventive 
maintenance is so important.

Author Josh Kaufman, in his book 
“The Personal MBA,” discusses this 
mindset. He writes, “No one wants to 
make a bad decision, or be taken 
advantage of. People hate to lose. They 
dislike feeling stupid. They are uncom-
fortable taking risks and abhor wasting 
money. All of us are uncomfortable with 
the ‘hard sell’ and are afraid of being 
tricked into something that is not in 
our best interest.”

As shop owners, technicians, and 
service advisors, you probably share 
those same feelings with your 
customers. That’s why many of us are 
uncomfortable presenting estimates 
and invoices to customers – especially 

MANAGEMENT INSIGHTS

Tell customers 
what you

can do for them
REALLY

Be proud of the 
fact that you keep 
your clients from 
experiencing 
breakdowns.

By Murray Voth
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the large ones! But if your intention is 
to serve your client and look after their 
best interest, have confidence in the 
value you offer.

Look at it this way: a lawyer, accoun-
tant, financial planner, dentist, or 
doctor would be sued for negligence if 
he built his practice only on fixing what 
is broken. In reality, much of these 
professionals’ time is spent giving 
advice on how to handle finances, 
taxes, and teeth in such a way that 
things don’t break.

In the same way, auto repair shops 
are professionals in a service industry, 
not just retailers selling car parts. If 
you present yourself to your customer 
as a professional service advisor, 

offering preventive maintenance advice 
as well as repairs, you’ll automatically 
have an advantage over competitors 
who merely fix what’s broken.

Most people do not learn about cars 
and mechanics from their dads and 
uncles and grade 10 shop classes as 
they did in the past. In short, most car 
owners don’t have the time or 
knowledge to service, maintain, and 
fix their own cars.

That’s your job.
Presenting yourself as a professional 

service advisor, not just a repair shop, 
may mean altering your business model.

For example, you might need to 
schedule your customers in such a way 
that you have more time to spend with 
them. They might need to leave their 
vehicles with you for the day so that your 
professional technicians can properly 
perform inspections, repairs, and other 
services. And you need to document 
everything thoroughly, so you can make 
sure the vehicle never ends up broken 
down at the side of the highway.

In order to educate your clientele 
about how to maintain their cars 
properly, and how that will save them 
money in the long run, you need to take 
a consultative approach. Make it a goal 

to develop stronger relationships with 
your clients by listening better, learning 
to communicate well, and being more 
thorough in the presentation process.

In my last column (Rewriting Your 
Business Model, September 2015), I 
discussed the first of two principles that 
are key to modern repair and service 
facilities. It is to communicate your 
intention to look after your customers’ 
best interests. You have to become a 
true professional consultant to them, 
saving them time and money, and 
helping them to get the most out of their 
vehicles by listening carefully to their 
concerns, performing thorough inspec-
tions, reviewing all recommended 
service, and tracking vehicle history.

The second key principle ensures 
that the customer understands the 
logic of your service advisor’s 
conclusions.

Often customers get less upset about 
the amount of money they’ve spent than 
not understanding what they paid for.

Here’s one approach you might take: 
“Our goal is to prevent surprises of 

any kind – either a vehicle breakdown 
or an unexpected large invoice. Our 
aim is help you understand your 
vehicle’s needs clearly, and then assist 
you in planning and budgeting your 
vehicle maintenance and repairs.”

The way you ensure success is by 
prioritizing what you do.
1. Safety is always first… for your 
customer, their family, and for others 
driving on the road. Even though your 
goal should be to listen carefully to your 
customers’ concerns about their vehicles 
and solve those problems, you also have 
to find any safety concerns. These will 
often be things they are not even aware 
of or think to ask about. When you find 
a safety issue, you need to recommend 
that work as a high priority.
2. Recommend the replacement of 
serviceable items before they wear out 
and cause other damage. Serviceable 

items are those components that wear 
out as they function, such as brake pads 
and rotors, shock absorbers, struts, 
belts, and hoses. It’s important to 
inspect these components at regular 
intervals to make sure they’re not 
wearing out prematurely or getting 
near the end of their service life. If they 
break, they will almost certainly cause 
much more expensive problems.
3. Offer preventive maintenance that 
includes the manufacturer’s recom-
mendations, as well as best practices 
recommended by professional techni-
cians. These include things like fluid 
and filter changes, timing belts, 
software updates, and lubrication. All 
of these are designed to make the 
vehicle operate efficiently.
4. Inspect vehicle accessories and 
options. These might include the 
creature comforts like power windows 
and door locks, air conditioning, and 
heated seats that make driving more 
pleasurable for your customers. Often 
they’re the features that drew your 
customer to the vehicle in the first 
place. With their permission, and being 
mindful of their budget, you can keep 
the vehicle running and riding just like 
when it was brand new.

Using these principles and commu-
nicating them clearly to your customers 
will ensure they always have a safe, 
reliable, comfortable, and economical 
vehicle to drive. The ultimate goal is to 
prevent surprises and help people to 
properly plan and budget for vehicle 
maintenance and repairs.

In short, you are acting in your 
customer’s best interest, not just fixing 
an immediate problem.

Rather than being concerned just 
about saving customers money, a shop 
that takes a professional, preventive 
approach to servicing vehicles can make 
a huge difference in people’s lives. 

MANAGEMENT INSIGHTS

Murray Voth is a consultant and trainer 
with Total Automotive Consulting & 
Training Inc. in Edmonton, Alta., which 
runs the ProShop program across Canada. 
He can be reached at murrayvoth@
proshopmanager.ca

If you offer preventive maintenance advice as well 
as repairs, you’ll automatically have an advantage 
over competitors who merely fix what’s broken.
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Ralph Mackay has found that educating 
customers has the double benefit of 
building loyalty and addressing the 
most common misconceptions people 
have about auto repair.

The owner of Ralph Mackay’s Auto 
Repair in Riverview, New Brunswick 
has built a thriving business by focusing 
on communicating the information his 
customers need to make good decisions 
about their cars.

“Educating people is so important,” 
he says. “A lot of times I’ll take them 
right out into the shop. They might say, 
‘No, no, I trust you.’ But it’s easier to 
show them if something is leaking, or 
worn, or bent, than try to explain it at 
the counter.”

After 20 years in business, he’s come 
to see the power of being open with his 
customers, inviting them to ask 
questions, and making sure they under-
stand the recommendations that are 
being made. This is particularly 
important in a province where annual 
safety inspections are mandatory and 

consumers may view repair shops as 
opportunistic.

He and his service writer, Chris 
McGrady, have built education into 
their daily processes.

“Chris is really good at telling 
customers how their vehicles work and 
why it’s important to maintain them,” 
says Ralph.

Sometimes the education is all about 
the parts themselves.

“People sometimes want to bring in 
their own parts. I’ll let them if they 
insist, but there’s no warranty with 
those parts, and if they fail it’s not on 
me,” he says. “But often they realize 
that’s not the way to go if you spend 
the time to educate them.”

For example, he recently had a 
customer who needed brakes all round. 
She had a coupon book that offered her 
50% off brake pads at a particular parts 
store.

“I said, ‘OK, but be aware of what 
you’re buying.’ I told her there are 
various grades of brakes, and the part 

WHAT I’VE LEARNED

Owner, tech, teacher
Ralph Mackay wears three 
hats at Ralph Mackay’s Auto 
Repair in Riverview, N.B.

By Allan Janssen

Ralph Mackay and his wife Tina have built 
a solid business with a great reputation in 
Riverview, New Brunswick.
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store she had a coupon for is known 
for pushing cheap stuff. I talked to her 
about the various options – ceramic 
and metallic – and she needed to get 
the kind that was best for her vehicle. 
I explained it all out to her, and I gave 
her a quote of what I’d charge for the 
job, using quality parts and offering a 
good warranty.”

He won the job… and the parts sale 
too.

“We just try to treat everybody 
honestly and fairly,” he says. “And 
education is part of that.”

As for Mackay himself, you’ll most 
often find him in the back, working with 
the other techs in the shop’s six bays. He 
tackles some of the more complicated 
electrical jobs… not because he has to 
but because he loves it.

“I know everyone says don’t do that. 
They say the owner shouldn’t be in the 
bay. But I have a really good guy up 
front, and I just enjoy it.”

In fact, growing up in Murray Corner, 
New Brunswick, just north of Port 
Elgin, he always wanted to work with 
his hands.

“I was always tearing stuff apart 
when I was a kid. I always wanted to 
be a mechanic, always interested in 
cars,” he says. “I took automotive in 
high school, and all through high 
school I pumped gas, and changed tires, 
and oil, and stuff like that.”

When he graduated, he drove all the 
way to Moncton to apply for a job at a 
garage run by Bill Sneath.

“When I didn’t hear from him right 

away, I drove all the way back a day or 
two later to make sure he understood 
I really wanted the job!” he laughs. 
“Well, he hired me and put me on my 
apprenticeship.”

Mackay worked there for a few years 
and then went to another shop to finish 
off his license. The third place he worked 
at is where he ended up staying. 
Ultimately he bought the business.

“I didn’t buy the name. Just bought 
his inventory and some good will, I 
guess, but I put my name on the 
business. I still have the small little sign 
in my garage at home,” he says. “I 
remember I had to scrounge the money 
together to have this sign made. Oh, it 
was beautiful!”

To his credit, the business never 
really struggled. With his wife Tina 
working the front counter, he and a 
full-time tech turning wrenches in the 
back, they built a reputation for quality 
work and friendly service.

“We were always busy. But I put 
many, many hours in. My tech would 
go home at 5:30 but I would stay until 
10 or 11 on the cars, try to get caught 

up for tomorrow.”
He was a new father at the time, 

working 14-hour days, six days a week.
“It got tiresome after a while. I did 

that for probably nine or 10 years. But 
I never worried about the money. I 
always paid my bills.”

Mackay says he went to market the 
same way back then as he does now. 
“We use good quality parts, treat people 
fairly, and do the job properly. It’s basic 
stuff, but it works.”

The annual inspection brings in a 
regular stream of traffic, but at $35 a 
pop (the price was recently raised from 
$25), it’s still a loss leader.

“You’re not making any money on it,” 
he says. “On a relatively new car the 
inspection might take half an hour. But 
on an old car, with all the corrosion, 
you can be an hour because you have 
to take wheels off to look at the brakes.”

The trickiest part of the business 
these days is making sure he has 
enough technicians.

“It would be nice to have an additional 
person, but even apprentices are hard 
to find,” he says. “And growing your own 
technicians is tough. I’m coming to the 
conclusion that if you have to spend so 
much time training that it would be 
easier to just do it yourself, you might 
be better off to hire a licensed techni-
cian. If you can find one!”

Something he won’t do is poach from 
another shop. (“If they come to me 
looking for a change, that’s another 
story!”)

He and Tina have a son and a 
daughter but he’s not looking at them 
to take over the business when he 
retires. They’ve got other plans. So he’s 
hoping to find someone who’s inter-
ested in taking over the business, 
running it the way he wants it to be run 
during a transition period.

Lesson number one would be don’t 
be afraid of a little hard work.

“We’ve always worked pretty hard 
around here,” he says. “We all put in a 
good day’s work.”

If his protégé is anything like him, 
they’ll find great fulfillment in offering 
good work at a fair price. 

WHAT I’VE LEARNED

‘We use good quality parts, treat people fairly, do 
the job properly. It’s basic stuff, but it works.’

Ralph Mackay still gets his hands dirty. 
He’s an owner that hasn’t left the bay 
yet… not because he can’t but because 
he loves the work and he’s got a great 
service writer to run the front of the shop.
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The idea of “managing” your 
customers the way you might 
manage your financial statements 
seems impersonal. You intuitively 
feel that regular customers – some 
of them good friends, and all of them 
individuals with unique likes and 
dislikes – are more than just records 
in a filing cabinet.

Yet the fact is you’ve likely already 
engaged in customer relationship 
management, whether you’re 
conscious of it or not.

In fact, CRM is not a new thing. It’s 
existed since the earliest days of retail 
business. It just didn’t have a label yet.

Now it not only has a label but 
there are countless books, web posts, 
and magazine articles that can tell 
you how to find customers, track 
their preferences, meet their funda-
mental needs, and keep them coming 
back for more. In other words, they’re 
trying to tell you how to manage your 
customer list. Yet, if these texts are 
just a few years old, they’re probably 
already out of date.

In the Internet age, the rules of 
engagement are constantly being 
rewritten.

These days you have to be delib-
erate about building trust and loyalty 

MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Rules of

              Getting your customer relations strategy 
right has never been more important!

By Camille Casse

engagement
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among your core clientele. Your 
business depends on it.

Managing your customer list is 
an act of self-preservation.

Your management software 
probably already has CRM func-
tionality. With the push of a few 

buttons you may be able to break 
down your customer list in a dozen 
different ways. Data is always good, 
especially when you’re trying to 
analyze your shop’s performance 
or forecast for the next quarter.

But if you’re not keeping up with 
the way people interact with each 
other, you’re not only losing oppor-
tunities to engage with your current 
customers, your losing future 
business too.

Adapting to change is an 
important skill that will define your 
success in online CRM strategies.

Finding new customers
Marketing used to be as simple as 
putting an ad in the yellow pages 
and waiting for new customers to 
show up at your shop’s door. But 
while the yellow pages have been 
largely eclipsed by new media, you 
can’t just put away your marketing 
budget. Now you need to move 
those dollars into a whole new 
area: digital.

Getting your shop out there is key 
to finding new customers.

Although printed flyers and 
coupons are still beneficial, they 
can’t do the work on their own. The 
first thing many people do when 
they receive a flyer for a local 
business is look for an online 
presence. If you don’t have one, or 

if the presence is poor, the flyer 
won’t do you much good. Putting 
some money into a well-designed 
website will pay off big in the long 
run.

Another way to attract interest 
in your shop is with Google’s My 

Business page. In fact, Google truly 
is the new yellow pages. People 
don’t pull out a phonebook to 
search for local businesses 
anymore; they do a Google search. 
So if your business isn’t on Google, 
potential customers will have a 
harder time finding you.

Google’s My Business page does 
more than make your shop search-
able, it allows people to engage 
with it.

Do you pride yourself in your 
customer service? Great. Your 
shop’s Google page will reflect that. 
With reviews and shop hours and 
map-able addresses all in one place, 
your shop will be more accessible 
to present and future customers 
than it has ever been before. 

Connecting with them
So you’ve made a website, you’ve 
added your business to Google… 
now what? 

Getting people to your website is 
only half the work. The other half is 
keeping them there. Today, the 
average person decides within 
seconds if they’re going to stay on a 
website or click off. This means you 
need to pull that potential customer 
in within seconds. If you have a 
confusing or poorly designed site, 
they aren’t going to stick around. 
You could get hundreds of views a 

day and not a single new customer.
And connecting with new 

customers doesn’t stop at your site. 
Social media is a vital resource 
when it comes to finding new 
customers.

With Twitter hashtags, and 
Facebook group and event pages, 
it has never been easier to connect 
with your next client. Think about 
who your client-base is and then 
reach out to those kinds of people. 
Cater the message to your 
audience.

If you can develop a social media 
following from within your 
customer base, you’re really 
operating in the sweet spot. Your 
followers will bring in even more 
business – probably without even 
knowing they’re doing it. Using 
built-in tools to express themselves 
(with Twitter it’s re-tweeting and 
with Facebook it’s sharing), your 
fans will be re-communicating your 
message, increasing your appeal, 
and widening your audience. As 
your page communicates with 
more people, you’ll be addressing 
more potential customers.

The same is true for paid adver-
tisements on social media. 
Facebook’s Promote Page feature 
enables you to selectively advertise 
to people near your business, or to 
people with friends who like your 
page, for as little as a dollar a day.

Following up with them
Phone calls have long been the 
primary method for touching base 
with existing customers to find out 
how their most recent visit was, 
whether they have any concerns, 
or when the next appointment 
should be booked in. But in today’s 
web-driven world, many people 
find texting, emailing, and social 
media accounts more convenient. 
Unlike a phone call, which they 
have to take in real time, digital 

        Your social media followers will bring in even 
more business – probably without even  
             knowing they’re doing it.
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communication allows them to control 
how much attention they will give to 
incoming messages and when they will 
respond to them. In many ways, phone 
calls may be seen as intrusive.

Following up with customers via 
social media is not only an easier and 
faster way to foster relationships with 
customers and find out how their 
latest visit went, but it also allows 
them to respond on their schedule, 
not yours.

Plus, there are great ways to 
encourage customers to submit reviews 
– the true power of digital CRM.

Social media is a way for you to 
keep up with your customers. It’s also 
a way for them to keep up with you. 
Have you reached a major milestone? 
Great! Post about it. Holding a 
seasonal promotion? Let your 
customers know all about it. Social 
media allows you to connect with 
customers in new and in-depth ways 
unlike ever before.

Communicating with them
Once you’ve built a strong website and 
developed a social media presence, 
your work doesn’t stop. The digital 
world requires constant care and 
attention. If you don’t update your 
Facebook page frequently, or if your 
website falls out of date, your followers 
will notice.

A constant line of communication 
between you and your customers is a 
great way to show your passion for the 
work you do, and demonstrate that 
their voices matter to you.

How you handle a bad Facebook 
review, for example, is just as important 
as how you handle a good one. People 
understand that one bad experience 
doesn’t break a business. But how you 
deal with that bad experience could. 

If someone writes a negative review, 
it’s best not to delete or ignore it. Instead, 
engage with the customer. Don’t fire 
back with negativity. Rather, lead with 
positivity. Prove that you care about 

their experience in your shop, and 
apologize if it was anything less than 
stellar. Most importantly, don’t fight 
back. Don’t bring your personal feelings 
into it, and don’t shoot the reviewer 
down – even if their points are flawed. 
Other users will notice the lack of 
decorum and be more put off by your 
negativity than by the initial bad review.

While social media and website 
work can be tedious and hard to 
navigate at first, there’s no doubt an 
online presence is a vital part of 
keeping up with customers and 
advancing  your business in the ever-
growing online world.

Look at it as an important office 
function that might be best handled 
by a young and energetic person on 
your staff – with involvement, input, 
and close oversight by senior 
management.

Getting your customer relations 
strategy right has never been more 
important! 
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Power steering systems are evolving. 
Yes, the carmakers want to reduce the 
weight of the components so they can 
improve vehicle mileage and decrease 
emissions. But when it comes to 
steering, they’re also motivated by safety 
concerns and customer convenience.

In its earliest hydraulic version, 
power steering was first used on the 
1951 Chrysler Imperial. It is now used 
on a wide variety of vehicles, from 
backyard ATVs to jumbo jets.

Of course the vehicles we service 
have had it for quite some time. But 
the technology behind it is changing… 
and fast!

Everything is changing – from the 
way it works, to the way it’s controlled 
– and these changes are starting to 
show up in our bays with unique issues.

The move towards electric power 
steering (EPS) or electric power 
steering assist (EPSA) started slowly 
but it’s gaining steam. Fuel economy 
and emission control were the initial 
drivers of this change. But in recent 
years, OEMs have embraced the notion 
of self-driving cars and this brings new 
demands for automated steering, 
evasive maneuvering, and parking 
assist. EPS is central to these 
objectives.

The earliest complaint about EPS 
revolved around lack of ‘road feel,’ road 
vibrations being felt in the hands of the 
driver, software issues, and component 

problems. (Remember the 2004-2010 
Chevy Malibu steering column rattle?) 
Most of these issues have been 
addressed and today’s versions of EPS 
work and perform really well – a real 
accomplishment considering they 
didn’t have the 60-plus years of devel-
opment that the older, more familiar 
hydraulic systems had.

Many of todays EPS systems work 
on similar principles. An electric motor 
has replaced the hydraulic pump that 
was driven by the internal combustion 
engine. This is an important develop-
ment. The hydraulic pump constantly 
consumes engine power. That power 
requires excess fuel and creates more 
emissions. As we’ve learned, vehicle 
manufacturers are under enormous 
pressure to curb both of those concerns.

The hydraulic system initially had a 
static turning ratio, offered poor assist 
under low RPMs, and less road feel at 

highway speeds. These bugs were 
worked out, but the system still relied 
on a number of components – like belts, 
hoses, and pumps – that eventually wear 
out. That just doesn’t happen as fast or 
as often with electrical systems.

EPS reduces the warranty and main-
tenance costs, and manufacturers can 
program just about any steering ratio 
they want without having to redesign 
the whole system. Road feel and 
steering force can also be tweaked with 
software changes. No wonder 
carmakers  embra c ed thi s 
technology!

Perhaps they’re most excited by the 
fact that the EPS system doesn’t really 
add any additional manufacturing cost, 
aside from making sure the charging 
system, wiring, and battery are 
adequate to meet the additional 
demand. (Which, according to Ford 
engineers, is marginal at best.)

right direction
The technology behind modern steering 
systems is changing… and fast!

By Jeff Taylor >Going in the

An example of a Ford Edge Belt Drive EPS Rack. The belt drive housing and motor is 
mounted on the steering rack.
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Three types
In the simplest terms, there are three 
different types of EPS available at this 
time. The two most common involve 
the use of an electric motor attached 
either to the input shaft on the steering 
rack (column mounted), or to the rack 
itself in a number of different ways 
(rack mounted). The third, and 
somewhat less common type, features 
a small on-demand pump that works 
a traditional hydraulic power steering 
rack. It still has fluid and hoses, but 
there’s no belt taking constant power 
from the engine.

All of the EPS systems have inte-
grated electronics and modules that 
provide the feedback needed to 
perform accurately and safely. There 
will be some sort of failsafe mode, and 
a number of sensors that will supply 
data to the steering systems control 
module: steering input torque, rota-
tional speed, steering loads, and a host 
of other values.

The steering module will inevitably 
be tied in to the rest of the vehicle’s elec-
tronic systems on the high-speed or CAN 
network system so it can share data 

from other systems. Among the data it 
looks for are vehicle speed from the ABS 
or PCM (to manage road feel and ratio 
control), G sensors ( for stability control), 
and the vehicle’s radar camera system 
( for automatic parking).

These represent just the tip of the 
iceberg as far as what the EPS system 
can do or control. The type of system 
that is used depends on a number of 
factors – the most important of which 
is the weight on vehicle’s front axle. 
This is a key factor in figuring out what 
type of EPS unit is best suited to a 
particular vehicle.

Smaller vehicles
Vehicles with a gross vehicle weight of 
less than 1000 kg on the front axle, 
require less force or torque to steer the 
front wheels. The ideal EPS system will 
be column-mounted. The motor may 
be assimilated into the steering column, 
or it may be remotely mounted under 
the dash in line with the steering shaft.

This design may have all the needed 
components in one neat package… and 
that includes the EPS steering ECU and 
torque sensor. Vehicle design, safety 
concerns, and steering column 
packaging will dictate the EPS motor 
location. This system will transmit the 
power steering assist into the interme-
diate shaft that connects to a standard 
mechanical steering rack.

As with all EPS systems, the elec-
tronics can easily be tailored to make, 
model, and option packages, as well as 
any safety controls or other features 
the manufacturer or customer desires. 
(This weight class may also use the 
hybrid remote electro-hydraulic 
system, but the totally electric EPS 
system is quickly taking over.)

Mid-size vehicles
Vehicles with a front axle weight of 1200 
to 1600 kg require more torque to steer 
and maneuver, so the EPS system has 
to be a little more robust. There are a 
number of designs that are being used 
that all provide the needed road feel 
and performance that the manufac-
turer and the customer desire.

Two major designs that are used 
currently are the second pinion design 
and the belt-driven ball screw design.

The second pinion design has two 
pinions that are in contact with the 
steering rack: one that is attached to 
the steering columns intermediate 
shaft for driver input, and one that is 
connected to the electric motor to give 
the steering assist.

The other design uses a toothed belt-
driven ball screw mechanism driven 
by an electric motor to provide the 
needed steering assist. 

In both situations, the EPS motor is 
rack mounted, and the input torque 
sensors are mounted to the input 
steering shaft.

One other note about this style: 
because the EPS motor is not contained 
in the driver’s compartment, the 
vehicle’s interior crash safety increases, 
and this is something the manufac-
turers like.

Full-size vehicles
Cars and trucks with more than 1600 
kg of front axle weight will use the 
toothed belt-driven ball screw design, 
very similar to the design used in lighter 
cars. The components used are built 
bigger and stronger for use in heavier 
applications. This style is now very 
popular in the pickup truck segment.

The EPS systems are designed with 
safety and redundancy in mind. They 
will have modes built into the software 
that will limit the amount of current 
that the EPS electric motor can draw, 
and may even limit the power steering 
available if the system is being abused, 
overloaded, or overheated.

The system will have some form of 
warning system that will alert the 
driver to failures, limited service (over-
heated electric motor, for example) or 
an issue that will require service and 
diagnostics. But almost all of today’s 
systems still have a mechanical link 
from the steering wheel to the rack, 
allowing for manual power steering in 
the event of total EPS failure.

Most of the issues of noises, road feel 
and other complaints have been 

Second pinion design showing both 
pinion locations on a Chevy Cruze.
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addressed using the proper EPS system 
for the vehicle’s design, weight, and 
software, but there are still going to be 
issues with bad connections (Ford 
Fusion’s recall for bad connections to 
the EPS motor) and improper boosting 
(GM has issued a bulletin talking of 
blown EPS fuses from improper 
boosting). There are also occasional 
customer-caused issues that the 
engineers couldn’t have anticipated.

Diagnosing the EPS systems that are 
on today’s vehicles will require a scan 
tool, but it may not have to be a factory 

tool, as a number of aftermarket tools 
will perform quite well.

All of the current EPS systems require 
very little in the way of service, but 
there are certain situations that you 
may need to make adjustments or reca-
librations. For example, if an alignment 
is being performed, the steering system 
is going to have to recognize that the 
actual vehicle and the steering wheel 
are in the straight position (Toyota calls 
this the torque sensor zero point).

Most of these types of adjustments 
are straightforward and done electron-
ically following the instructions of your 
information system or the scan tool.

There are other times that the system 
may have to be told that the steering 
wheel is in the straight-ahead position 
when performing unrelated services 
such as G sensor or ABS services or 
clearing codes in those systems. But 
don’t be surprised if you’re asked to do 
the resetting of a steering system angle 
for something totally unrelated such 

as an active cruise repair because so 
many vehicle systems are now very 
closely interfaced.

Is EPS near its end? I don’t think so. 
The technology continues to move 
forward. Infiniti already has a vehicle 
that is steer by wire: the Q50 (yes, it was 
recalled for a steering issue). It has a 
number of redundant systems and a 
mechanical link (a clutch in the steering 
shaft) in the event of total failure 
steering.

But one thing’s for sure. The completely 
automated vehicle is coming… and 
electric power steering will definitely be 
part of the equation.  
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EcoBoost engine parts
Elgin Industries has 
introduced a broad 
s e l e c t i o n  o f 
OE-quality valve 
train, timing and 
other parts for Ford 
3.5L EcoBoost 
engines. New parts 
include camshafts; 

oil pump; camshaft sprocket; cam 
phaser sprocket; timing chains (primary 
and secondary); timing chain guides; 
timing chain tensioners and tensioner 
arm; intake and exhaust valves; valve 
springs; and valve spring retainers.
www.elginind.com

Impact wrenches
Chicago Pneumatic has 
launched a new series of 
CP7736 1/2” metal impact 
wrenches, said to deliver more 
durability, power, and user comfort for 
tire changing or general mechanic appli-
cations. The compact CP7736 offers 670 
ft.-lb. (900Nm) of torque, which is 20 per 
cent more than its predecessor. There 
are two tools available in the range – the 
CP7736 1/2” impact wrench and the 
CP7736-2 which includes a 2” long anvil 
attachment. A wide range of additional 
accessories are available.
www.cp.com

Bus belts and hose
Gates has developed 
a line of belts, 

tensioners and hoses 
to service the 500,000 
school buses that 

travel the roads in the United States 
and Canada. Engineered specifically 
for school buses, Gates Accessory 
Component BUS Kits contain better-
than-OE components for optimal 
repairs and long-lasting performance. 
Each kit contains a FleetRunner 
Micro-V Belt and a Green Stripe 
DriveAlign HD Tensioner, and is 
designed for systems working in tough 
environments with long idle times and 
high temperatures.
www.gates.com

Fuel pumps
TI Automotive has 
released a complete line 
of fuel pumps that work well 
with high octane fuel most commonly 
used in race vehicles. These high-octane 
mixtures contain more oxygen than is 
allowed for fuels used at the gas pump 
and are only legal to use at the race track 
or for off-road racing. Two TI Automotive 
E85 high-performance in tank fuel 
pumps (models no. F90000267 and 
F90000274) are designed for engines 
with more than 500 HP.
www.tiautomotive.com/
aftermarket

Tires for light  
trucks and SUVs
Michelin has launched the 
all-new Michelin Defender 
LTX M/S with EverTread 
compound, for light trucks and SUVs. 
According to the company, “EverTread” 
uses a stronger, advanced tread 
compound that holds up in tougher 
conditions longer and helps deliver 
improved gravel wear, all-season confi-
dence and better fuel efficiency. Defender 
LTX M/S tires are offered with an 80,000–
115,000 km warranty. The Defender LTX 
M/S will be available to consumers across 
Canada in 69 sizes ranging from 15-inch 
to 22-inch diameter rim sizes.
www.michelin.ca.

Cordless impact tool
Mac Tools has 
released three 
new cordless 
impacts available 

in several variations: the BWP025-D2 
1/4” 12V Impact Wrench Kit with 55 
ft.-lb. breakaway torque, BWP138-Z2 
3/8” 20V Impact Wrench Kit with 325 
ft.-lb. breakaway torque, and the 
BWP150-Z2 1/2” 20V Impact Wrench 
Kit with 375 ft.-lb. breakaway torque. All 
are powered by Dewalt interchangeable 
lithium ion batteries for long run-time. 
The impacts feature a forward handle 
design with rubber overmold grips that 
are resistant to automotive fluids.
www.mactools.com
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Serpentine belt kits
Dayco has released a new line of 
serpentine belt kits in North 
America, marketed and sold as 
Dayco Demanding Drive Kits. 
Designed for the replacement of 

worn or damaged serpentine belts, tensioners and pulleys, 
the 14 part numbers cover nearly 40 million vehicles-in-op-
eration. They’re engineered for drives prone to belt noise and 
warranty claims in the North American market. Dayco 
Demanding Drive Kits include the new Dayco Poly Rib W² 
Serpentine Belt.
www.dayco.com

Lift Application Guide
Rotary Lift has published a free Lift 
Application Guide to help customers 
choose the right lifts for their service 
facilities. The Rotary Lift Application 
Guide is designed to show customers at a glance the lift styles 
available to service each class of vehicle, from the smallest 
low-rise lift used to lift Class 1 vehicles to the biggest modular 
in-ground lift designed for Class 8 trucks and buses. Rotary 
Lift also offers its free assistPRO service to help any customer 
determine the optimal number, placement and arrangement 
of vehicle lifts for a new or remodeled facility.
www.rotarylift.com

Spill pads 
Oil Eater says its new Universal Sonic Bonded 
pads and rolls offer an economic solution for 
a wide variety of spills in maintenance facilities, 
including oils, coolants, solvents, water and 
even acids. The durable pads and rolls tear 
easily along their perforated seam to fit almost 

any space, especially leaks in hard-to-reach places. They’re 
constructed from a single layer of high-quality uniform poly-
propylene fibers that have been bonded together using a 
unique high-loft process.
www.oileater.com

Service Dealer Guide
Dorman Products has released its new 2015 
Service Dealer Guide, Volume 2. It features 
over 130 new formerly ‘Dealer Only’ parts – 
now available through the aftermarket. The 
guide also includes Dorman’s OE FIX 
campaign, representing solutions to common 
OE failures. Dorman’s new OE FIX icon 
quickly identifies parts that have either 
undergone extensive re-engineering by Dorman, or represent 
unique repairs (not offered by the OE Dealer) that offer 
substantial cost savings for customers.
www.DormanProducts.com
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when it starts. But it won’t idle down. First I tried a new IAC 
motor, but when that didn’t help, I ordered up a used ECM 
from the recyclers. But nothing has changed.”

Tooner frowned. “Did ya check the wiring?”
“Yes! I did an ohm test from the IAC motor connector right 

back to the ECM and it shows a good circuit.” Beanie looked 
at us pleadingly. “Are you sure it can’t be a vacuum leak?”

Tooner paused. “Well… I guess you could get out the smoke 
machine and check for yourself. But I don’t think so.”

It was an older vehicle, and a model with a history of bad 
intake gaskets, not to mention blown throttle body gaskets. 
So Beanie did the smoke test just to be sure. But try as he 
might, he couldn’t let the smoke out.

Finally Beanie removed the new IAC motor from the throttle 
body housing and with the scanner connected, turned on 
the ignition key. From what we could see there was a voltage 
signal being sent to the motor, but it wouldn’t extend the 
plunger. Tooner scratched his head. “Maybe ya got a bum 
part. Have you tried another one just to be sure?”

Beanie sighed. “Yeah, I had the recyclers send me one when 
they brought the ECM. It does the same thing.”

Basil was stirring his tea when we wandered into the 
lunchroom for our morning break. “I’ve been thinking over 
your problem, young Bean. You say you’ve done a resistance 
test on the wires from the IAC connector back to the ECM?”

Beanie nodded.
“Well, I’d suggest that you leave the IAC motor in the circuit 

and do your resistance test from the ECM connector instead.”
“What’s the difference?” asked Beanie.
Basil shrugged and sipped his tea. “Just try it and see.” 
The Bean might be trouble-prone, but he knows not to 

ignore Basil’s advice. This time he found a 2-Ohm resistance 
on the retract circuit, but almost 50 ohms on the extend side. 
After some frantic searching he finally found that one of the 
wires had broken almost all the way through, with only a few 
strands still connected. “That’s amazing!” cried Beanie. “The 
extra load of the IAC motor windings revealed the problem!”

“Yeah,” broke in Tooner. “And speakin’ of extra loads, my 
back’s been achin’ ever since I had to carry that darn couch 
of yours. What are ya gonna do about that?”

Beanie gulped. “Uh, I guess I could invite you guys over for 
supper at my new place. I can’t really cook anything yet, but 
I could give it a try.”

We declined. With Beanie’s luck, he’d end up setting the 
apartment on fire. Then we’d have to help him move all over 
again, and none of us wanted that.

...continued from page 38
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Rick Cogbill is a freelance writer and a former 
shop owner in Summerland, B.C. You can read 
more of Slim Shambles’ misadventures in Rick’s 
book, “A Fine Day for a Drive,” available at www.
thecarside.com.
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Twenty seven.
That’s how many steps there are from the parking lot to 

the second story entry of Beanie’s new apartment. I know 
that precisely, because I dragged one end of his battered old 
couch up each and every one of those steps. Tooner was 
pushing on the other end, but I’m sure I did most of the work.

“Where do you think he wants this?” I gasped, as we 
rammed it through the narrow doorway.

Tooner dropped his end of the couch and massaged his 
lower back. “Don’t matter. This is as far as I’m goin’. He can 
do the fence-waggie stuff on his own.”

“I believe the term is ‘Feng Sui’,” corrected Basil as he came 
in carrying a small table lamp. He looked around at the three 
room flat. “However, I’m not sure this low-rent tenement will 
offer much inspiration for serenity.”

I turned on the kitchen tap and watched the rusty water 
drain into the sink. Sure, it was a dump, but it was Beanie’s 
first digs. His parents were good customers and had practically 
begged us to help him move. For their part, there was a 
half-dead geranium on the counter with a note that read, 
‘Finally! Please return your house key to the neighbours; we’ll 
be in Arizona for 6 months – celebrating!’

“So where’s junior?”
Basil went and looked out the door. “I think he’s having some 

trouble with that pickup truck he borrowed for the move.” He 

listened for a moment. “I’d say it’s idling higher that it should.”
Tooner groaned. “Figures! That kid ain’t nothin’ but a 

trouble magnet.”
We made our way back down the stairs to the 1997 GMC 

pickup, where Beanie had the hood up and was fiddling with 
the throttle body. “Hey guys, what do you think? I just got off the 
phone with Gnarly Jacobs. It’s his truck and he says it was running 
fine last time he drove it. Do you think it’s a vacuum leak?”

Tooner leaned over the fender and plugged off the bypass 
port for the idle air supply. The 5.7L engine promptly came 
down to a decent idle. “Nope,” he declared. “If you had a leak, 
this wouldn’t make no difference.”

Basil rubbed his chin. “It looks to me like the IAC circuit 
is having some issues.”

Beanie shrugged. “Guess I’ll just have to fix it before I give 
it back to Gnarly. These TBIs are pretty basic; it shouldn’t 
take long.”

We finished the move and left for home while Beanie went 
back to the shop. I’m sure he didn’t intend to spend his weekend 
fixing his friend’s ride, but by Monday morning the truck was 
still there when we arrived for work. Beanie was a wreck.

“I’ve tried everything! According to the scanner, the IAC 
count is 180 with the key on, engine off, and then goes to zero 
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...continued on page 37

Loaded for Trouble
As far as living conditions go, Beanie’s on his own. As far as work goes,  

well, he still has the old gang to lean on.

By Rick Cogbill
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